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I. INTRODUCTION
The Maasdam Farmstead (Site No. 51-02361) is located on the west side of State Highway 1
approximately one mile south of Fairfield, in Center Township, Jefferson County, Iowa (Figure 1).
The farmstead contains barns that are representatives of specialized design and construction
techniques developed during the progressive agriculture movement and marketed by such companies
as the Louden Machinery Company of Fairfield. The farmstead itself represents the specialized
business of importing and breeding draft horses. The structures were initially identified in a Phase I
architectural survey conducted by Louis Berger & Associates, Inc. (Berger), in 1994 (Benn and
Bowers 1994). A Phase II architectural survey of the property conducted by Berger (Butler et al.
2001) found the farmstead, including all historic period agricultural outbuildings, to the eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The goal of the current recordation project is
to generate a documentary record of the three historic period horse barns on the Maasdam Farmstead
in accordance with the guidelines of the Iowa State Historic Preservation Office regarding historic
property studies for barns.
Data on the property was gathered through background research, field investigation, and photo
documentation. Historical maps of the project area were used to collect data necessary for
developing regional and local historic contexts. Historical background research was conducted at
the Fairfield Public Library, the Jefferson County Recorder’s Office, and the Auditor’s Office, all in
Fairfield; and the Library of the State Historical Society of Iowa in Iowa City. Background research
for the project was conducted in October 1999 and September 2001. The property was inspected
and photographed in September 2001.
Berger Senior Architectural Historian Martha H. Bowers conducted a majority of the contextual
research during the Phase I investigation of the property; Berger Architectural Historian Philip E.
Pendleton conducted property-specific research during the Phase II investigations. Additional
research was conducted by Camilla Deiber. Photographer Bruce Harms completed all supporting
graphic materials, including maps, photographic documentation and illustrations, including floor
plans, and barn bent sections. The report was written by Camilla Deiber.
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Figure 1: Maasdam Farmstead Location
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Source U.S. 7.5 Minute Series, Fairfield South, Iowa 1980
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
1.

TOPOGRAPHY AND CURRENT LAND USE

The Maasdam Farmstead is located in Center Township, Jefferson County, in the southeastern
portion of Iowa’s Southern Drift Plain landform region. This region can generally be described as
steeply rolling hills interspersed with areas of uniformly level upland divides and level alluvial
lowlands (Prior 1976:45). The eastern portion of the landform region is more precisely
characterized by flat, table-like uplands with steep hilly land occurring only near the margins of
stream valleys (Prior 1976:45). In this area, the amount of level bottomland is relatively small in
relation to the significantly more extensive areas of upland. The land’s rolling, dissected appearance
is largely attributable to the dendritic patterns of the major drainages, specifically those of the Des
Moines and Skunk rivers and Cedar Creek.
This topography, and the soils associated with it, largely dictate the kind of agriculture historically
practiced in the counties of southern and southeastern Iowa. This Southern Pasture Area is primarily
a meat-producing region, distinguished from other meat-producing regions in the state by roughly
equal emphasis on cattle and hogs. Crops (corn, hay, and forage) are used primarily on the farm,
rather than being grown as cash crops. The relatively limited land available for corn production and
the high amount of land suitable for pasture means that livestock raising is largely a breeder
operation, unlike other areas that are dominated by large-scale importation and feeding operations
(Holmes 1929a:464; Soike 1989:158-159).
Farmsteads in the Southern Pasture Area typically support a range of activities, expressed in a
variety of buildings. Land under cultivation produces corn but also a goodly amount of the hay and
forage crops necessary for breeder-type livestock raising. Cribs, bins, and silos dot the farmsteads,
supplemented by sheds for storage of purchased feeds. One or more barns and sheds provide shelter
for cattle, particularly cows and young calves, as well as space for hay storage. Hogs may be raised
in confinement structures; more typically in this region, sows and young litters are sheltered in
central farrowing houses prior to relocation out to pasture (Soike 1989:158-159). Sheds of various
sizes provide enclosure for tools, mechanized equipment, and the farm family’s vehicles.
2.

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURE

The land now constituting the eastern portion of Jefferson County was contained in the original
Black Hawk cession of Iowa lands to the United States in 1832. The Territory of Iowa was formed
in 1838, and Jefferson County was set off from Henry County the following year, with Fairfield as
the seat of government. Although land was not made officially available for sale until 1838, EuroAmerican settlement was well underway by that time. In 1840 the population of Jefferson County
stood at 2,773.
Early settlement generally focused on timbered areas occurring along streams, and on higher ground
near groves of oak, hickory, and walnut. Such locations were quickly stripped of usable trees, and
the remaining demand for building materials was met by overland shipments of river lumber from
sawmill towns on the Mississippi. Because of Iowa’s geographical position in the westward
movement, Jefferson County received emigrants primarily from New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
3
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Virginia, and Indiana. The county’s position in the southeastern portion of Iowa also resulted in
some settlement from Tennessee and Kentucky (Glassie 1968:38). Small colonies of European
immigrants were also drawn to the area. Swedes settled in Lockridge, and Germans went particularly
to Walnut Township; there was even a small colony of French in Cedar Township. The county also
hosted small Quaker settlements in Penn and Black Hawk townships (Fletcher 1876:18, 19;
Huebinger 1904:281; Jefferson County Board of Supervisors 1876:19).
The region’s agrarian economy soon evolved from one of subsistence to a system of mixed farming
organized around the rotation of corn, small grains (mostly oats, with some wheat), and hay (Hart
1986:51). Farmers sold most of their small crops of wheat for cash, and fed the hay and oats to
livestock. Corn was either sold or used as feed, depending upon the price of the commodity and the
farmer’s particular inclinations. As of the 1850 federal census, hogs were (and would continue to be
throughout the historic period) the most numerous type of livestock, with about 25,000 head
reported in Jefferson County that year. Area farms also supported sheep (13,000 in Jefferson) and a
lesser number of cattle (about 4,000). Farmers were still in the process of bringing the land into
productive use: at mid-century there were only about 54,000 improved acres and slightly over
106,000 unimproved acres in Jefferson County. The number of farms in Jefferson County numbered
1,067 with 2,505 horses, asses, and mules—slightly over two per farm (U.S. Bureau of the Census
1850).
The decade of the 1850s was a time of prodigious growth, largely because of the opening of the
Burlington & Missouri railroad (later Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) to Mt. Pleasant in 1857, which
was extended through Fairfield in 1858 and to Ottumwa in 1859. The presence of this and
subsequent railroad lines offered new incentives for speculative building of towns, such as Glendale,
and gave new life to others, such as Pleasant Plain and Lockridge (Andreas 1875:465; Anonymous
1879b:391; Jefferson County Board of Supervisors 1876:15).
Most importantly for the area’s farmers, the railroads provided access to building materials,
machinery, breeding stock, and household goods, as well as the necessary access to eastern markets,
thereby accelerating the movement toward commercial, as opposed to subsistence, farming. Steel
plows, which became widely available during the 1850s, greatly facilitated improvements to
farmland. By the end of the decade Jefferson County farms boasted over 99,000 improved acres.
These developments were reflected in population growth, as Jefferson County’s population
increased from 9,904 to 13,596 during the 1850s (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1850, 1864). The
Jefferson County Agricultural Society was organized in 1852, followed the next year by the
establishment of the Iowa State Agricultural Society, also in Fairfield, and the inauguration of the
first state agricultural fair, again in Fairfield, in 1854. Such events and organizations served as
important vehicles for the dissemination of information about innovations in agricultural practice
and results of scientific investigations into topics such as livestock breeding, animal and plant
diseases, and land management (Fletcher 1876:17; Gates 1960:314-315).
In 1870 there were 163,276 acres of improved farmland in Jefferson County. Although production
of cattle and hogs increased, as might be expected, one of the more notable (although relatively
short-lived) agrarian phenomena was the enormous increase in sheep. In Jefferson County sheep
increased from 9,902 in 1860 to 29,360 in 1870. A second development of interest was the abrupt
decline in the 1860s in the number of working oxen on farms: whereas over 1,000 such animals were
4
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reported in the county in 1850 and 1860, the 1870 census reported only 149 oxen (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 1864, 1872). This development was most likely attributable to improvements in farm
machinery and the increasing use of mechanical equipment, which required a quicker pace than oxen
could provide.
Imported draft horses exhibited the quick pace and strength needed for mechanical harvesters and
other agricultural machinery. The need for powerful and quicker draft animals that could haul heavy
harvesting machines and large loads of grain to market led to the importation and breeding of many
European draft horses, such as Percherons, Clydesdales, Normans, and Shires (Jefferson County
Board of Supervisors 1876:18). Though the first Percheron had been imported into America before
1850, the breed was not commonly seen in Iowa until the 1870s (Bogue 1963:120-122). In 1870
Jefferson County had 9,150 horses and only 149 oxen; no specific breeds were given (U.S. Bureau
of the Census 1870: 734). In 1885 pure-bred draft horses were listed individually but in not very
great numbers—13 Clydesdales, four Percherons, three English, and three Other. All horses in the
county numbered 9,593, making the number of pure-bred draft horses less than one tenth of one
percent of the total (State of Iowa 1885).
Between 1890 and 1920 most farming was still accomplished with horses, despite the increasing
proliferation of the automobile and the burgeoning good roads movement. Early farm machinery
still relied upon draft power to maneuver implements. In 1895 the number of horses in Jefferson
County reached its peak at 14,343, of which there were 59 French breeds, three Scotch breeds, 30
English breeds, 19 Thoroughbreds, and 86 Standard breeds—still less than one tenth of one percent
of the total in the county. The total number of horses statewide peaked in 1915 at 1,464,397. It also
appears that the value of horses in Jefferson County was at is highest in 1915, around $80 a head
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1890, 1900, 1910). Internal combustion engine tractors became widely
available and affordable around 1918, when the number of tractors nationwide was 85,000; at that
time the use of draft animals began to decline (Holbrook 1955:62, 151).
State of Iowa census numbers from 1895 to 1925 indicate that horse breeding in Jefferson County
was not a particularly large part of the agricultural economy. In 1925 the number of horses sold off
farms was 299, slightly below that year’s statewide county average of 308, while in neighboring
Henry County 1,740 horses were sold off farms, the most for any county in the state (Iowa State
Department of Agriculture 1915, 1925; State of Iowa 1895, 1905).
By the end of the 1920s technological advances in farm machinery had led to a sharp decline in the
number of horses nationwide, dropping from 27 million in 1919 to 20 million in 1930 (Holbrook
1955:62, 151). In 1910 there were at least 1,000 tractors in America. Just 10 years later the number
had leaped to 158,000 (Holbrook 1955:169-170).
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III. THE FARM TODAY
1.

GENERAL APPEARANCE AND ARRANGEMENT

The Maasdam Farmstead is located on the west side of State Highway 1 approximately one mile
south of Fairfield, in Center Township, Jefferson County (see Figure 1). The farm is situated in a
gently rolling landscape of pastureland and consists of a modern dwelling, a windmill, a stallion
barn, a mare barn, a show barn, and two sheds. The 1.5-acre farmstead district delineates the
immediate setting of the farmstead including the three horse barns and outbuildings. The modern
dwelling is situated approximately 25 feet from the highway. The remnants of another dwelling, the
Rickey house, an I-house built as early as circa 1852 are located west of the current dwelling in
close proximity to the farm outbuildings. A windmill and remnants of a sidewalk are located in a
clearing between the modern house and the farmyard. Aerial photos taken in 1941 indicate the
presence of another historic period house or structure closer to the road. It appears that the sidewalk
connected the two structures (Figure 2).
A gravel drive with a mature evergreen windbreak runs along the north side of the farmstead from
the highway approximately one-quarter mile west to the main farm complex. The Show Barn, Mare
Barn, and two sheds are situated around a central farmyard. The Stallion Barn is located slightly
apart from the other structures to the south. A fenceline separates the farmstead and domestic
structures from surrounding pasture. A large pond and several mature trees are located in the pasture
west of the farmstead complex. A second smaller pond, constructed sometime after 1941, is located
east of the stallion barn.
B.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1.

Stallion Barn

The stallion barn is a gable-roof structure that measures 28' long and 18' deep (Figures 3 and 4). It
was built around 1910 by the Louden Machinery Company, a regional firm that specialized in
designs that employed progressive farming methods. The structure is situated on relatively flat
ground. It has a concrete slab foundation and an asphalt-shingle-clad roof. The walls are made of
concrete to a height of 5' and frame with drop siding above. A large hay door with gable extension
is located on the west facade. The north and south facades each have two Dutch doors with two
small six-pane windows in between. The east and west facades each have one six-pane window.
a. Plan
The main floor consists of two large stalls, each measuring approximately 13x15' and separated by 5'
high concrete walls with iron bars above (see Figure 3). An aisle 3' wide is located along the north
side of the stalls. The wall between the stalls and the aisle is a concrete wall 3'6" high with iron bars
above. The feed troughs are located just inside the stalls along the aisle. Along with the feed
troughs, each stall has one wooden feed box that opens out into the aisle and is attached with
wrought iron strap hinges. The upper level of the barn has an open plan and was used exclusively
for hay storage. Ladder access to the loft is located in the northwest corner of the structure.
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FIGURE 2: Site Plan of Maasdam Farmstead (not to scale)
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FIGURE 3: Stallion Barn, Plan of First Floor
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FIGURE 4: Stallion Barn, Cross Section
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Framing

The Stallion Barn is a balloon-frame structure with a concrete slab foundation (see Figure 4). The
plates, sills, studs, roof rafters, and joists are made of sawn dimensional lumber. The sills and loft
floor joists are larger 2x8 wood members; the other structural members, such as the studs, plates, and
rafters, are smaller 2x5 sawn lumber. The balloon-frame structural system is used throughout the
barn, except in the east gable where the studs stop just short of the roof line. It is unclear whether
these studs have been replaced or are original to the structure. The floor joists run north/south across
the shorter breadth of the barn and are supported by plates that are notched into the wall studs. The
roof rafters, which are placed 18" on center, carry sawn purlins to which wood shingles are attached.
Diamond-shaped asphalt shingles cover the original wood shingle roofing. The schedule of framing
is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
SCHEDULE OF FRAMING, STALLION BARN
Sills

Sawn dimensional, 2x8

Plates

Sawn dimensional, 2x5

Studs

Sawn dimensional, 2x5 placed 24" o.c.

Rafters

Dimensional lumber; 2x4

Loft floor joists

Sawn dimensional, 2x8 placed 24" o.c.

Approximate measurements; o.c. on center.

2.

Mare Barn

The mare barn, also built around 1910, is a gambrel-roof structure that measures 48' long and 36'
deep (Figures 5 and 6). The structure is situated on the north side of the farmyard on relatively flat
ground. The structure has a concrete slab foundation, 6' concrete walls with clapboard siding above,
and a corrugated-asphalt-clad roof. A large hay door with gable extension is located on the east
facade. A gable extension with a smaller second-story hay door is located on the west facade.
Double-hung, 2/2 windows are located on the upper stories of both the east and west facades. The
north and south facades each have four evenly spaced multi-pane windows.
a.

Plan

The main floor consists of four horse stalls situated on either side of a central aisle 11' wide (see
Figure 5). Each stall measures 12x12' and has walls of poured concrete with vertical iron bars
above. Walls between the stalls are 6' high; the walls along the aisle are 3'8" high. The doors to
each stall are 4' wide and constructed of vertical boards. A hand-pumped well is located near the
side wall of the aisle. The east end of the aisle contains two wooden grain chutes that deliver grain
from a granary located above in the loft. The upper level of the barn has an open plan that was used
primarily for hay storage. A granary, which measures 36' wide and 12' deep, is located on the east
end of the loft. Ladder access to the loft is located in the center of the aisle.
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FIGURE 5: Mare Barn, Plan of First Floor
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FIGURE 6: Mare Barn, Cross Section
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Framing

The Mare Barn is a platform frame structure with a concrete slab foundation (see Figure 6).
Framing on the lower level consists of 6x6 sawn posts 8' high supporting beams of three sawn 2x9s
that run from eave to eave. The post and beam system supports the loft floor joists and the wall
framing of the loft level. Angled braces connect the top of the side walls to the sandwiched beams.
The posts and beams also provide a framework for the walls of the horse stalls. Between the stalls,
the central 2x9 of the beam is removed, leaving a groove for the iron bars to slide into.
The structural system of the roof resembles an Iowa truss. Short angled braces connecting the paired
2x6 top plates to the floor joists are located at each post. However, all of the roof rafters, which are
2x4s placed 18" on center, contain a small truss. There are signs that this roof system is too weak to
support the wide span of the structure, which measures 36'. Posts in the north wall are pulling away
from the top plates. Many of the trusses have been reinforced with larger braces. The roof rafters
support a system of purlins to which wood shingles are attached. The roof is currently clad with a
modern asphalt or asbestos corrugated material. The schedule of framing is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
SCHEDULE OF FRAMING, MARE BARN
Sills

Sawn dimensional, 2x6"

Plates

Sawn dimensional, 2x6"

Posts

Sawn dimensional, 6x6"

Studs

Sawn dimensional, 2x6" placed 26" o.c.

Rafters

Dimensional lumber, 2x4" placed 18" o.c.

Loft floor joists

Sawn dimensional, 2x9" placed 24 o.c.

Approximate measurements; o.c. on center.

3.

Show Barn

The show barn, which measures 55' long and 25' deep, was built around 1906 from the foundation
and timbers of an earlier structure (Figures 7 and 8). The gambrel-roof structure, which is aligned
north-south, is situated on the northwest side of the farmstead complex. It has a rubble stone
foundation, clapboard siding, and an asphalt-shingle-clad roof. A large hay door with gable
extension is located on the south facade. The east and west facades each have two sliding doors at
the corners with small multi-pane windows in between. The north and south facades each have one
multi-pane window. A modern pole barn addition, measuring 46x54', is attached to the west side of
the barn.
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FIGURE 7: Show Barn, Plan of First Floor
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FIGURE 8: Show Barn, Cross Section
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Plan

The west half of the main floor has an open plan that was used as a show area; the east half contains
a holding stall, a workshop, and a small storage space with a stairway to the loft (see Figure 7). A
narrow passage with a waist high wooden railing originally separated the show area from the east
half of the barn. The railing has since been replaced by a modern plywood wall. A cross aisle runs
from this main passage between the shop and storage space to an exit on the east side. Walls, beams
and posts in the show area are all whitewashed. The interior of the workshop is finished with
vertical board siding and a plaster ceiling. The upper level of the barn has an open plan and was used
exclusively for hay storage. A stairway to the loft is located in a storage area in the southeast corner
of the structure.
b.

Framing

The structure of the Show Barn’s lower level utilizes recycled hand-hewn timbers from another barn.
However, the structure of the roof contains an Iowa truss roof system (see Figure 8). Framing in the
lower level consists of recycled 7x6 and 8x8 hand-hewn posts and beams placed at irregular
intervals. Floor joists are 2x8 sawn lumber that run parallel to the ridgeline. The posts run the full
height of the side walls and are topped with newer 5x5 hand-hewn top plates, one of which measures
nearly 36' in length. The roof system is a conventional Iowa truss system with angled braces at
every bent. The roof rafters are 2x4 sawn dimensional lumber placed at 24" on center. The schedule
of framing is shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3
SCHEDULE OF FRAMING, SHOW BARN
Sills

Hand-hewn, 8x8

Plates

Hand-hewn, 5x5

Posts

Hand-hewn, 8x8 and 7x7

Beams

Hand-hewn, 8x8 and 7x7

Studs

Sawn dimensional, 2x4.

Rafters

Dimensional lumber; 2x4.

Loft floor joists

Sawn dimensional, 2x8 placed 24" o.c.

Approximate measurements; o.c.=on center.
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IV. FARM HISTORY
The Maasdam Farmstead is located in Center Township (Township 71, Range 10W) in the
southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 1 (see Figure 1). This 84-acre tract of land has
passed through numerous hands; the chain of title is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
CHAIN OF TITLE, MAASDAM FARMSTEAD

OWNER

TOTAL
YEARS

DATES OF OWNERSHIP

AMT OF
TRANSFER

SOURCE

Rolly Taylor

1843 to ?

?

?

?

Evan T. Hardin

? to 1849

?

?

?

John Reager

3/1849 to 10/1849

1

$750

Deed book F:235

Thomas E. Johnson

1849 to 1852

3

$800

Deed book F:526

John C. Rickey

1852 to 1870

18

?

Deed book J:169

Beverly B. Bower

1870 to 1875

5

?

?

R.E. Jones

1875 to 1892

7

$6,500

Deed book 17:333

L.L. Wilkins

1892 to 1906

14

$6,000

Deed book 41:11

Ellsworth Turney

1906 to 1910

4

$8,820

Deed book 60:26

J.G. Maasdam

1910 to 1950

40

$12,600

Deed book 64:491

Glenn Gorman

1950 to 1973

23

$21,606

Deed book 112:363

Ralph Leathers

1973 to present

26

?

Deed book 149:666

The first owner to inhabit the property was John C. Rickey. He built an I-house dwelling on the
property soon after he took possession in 1852. In 1870 the farm was inhabited by his son, John J.
Rickey, age 61; his wife, Rebecca, age 55; Alda C., a male, age 20; Ellen Goeke (spelling uncertain),
a 23-year-old domestic servant; and Sizzie Pierson, age 12 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1870). After
a short period of ownership by Beverly Bower (male) between 1870 and 1875, the property was
purchased by R.E. Jones for $6,500. No information could be found in the agricultural census on
Mr. Rickey’s or Mr. Jones’s farming operations.
After 14 years of ownership by L.L. Wilkins and four years of ownership by Ellsworth Turney,
Jacob G. Maasdam purchased the property in 1910. Mr. Maasdam was born in the Netherlands in
1847 and came to America with his parents two years later. The Maasdam family settled in Marion
County, Iowa. In 1871 Jacob rented a farm in Lake Prairie Township in Marion County and
commenced farming and stock raising. In that same year he married Johanna Dielman, a native of
New York. By 1881 Jacob and Johanna had had four children, Mary, Susanna, Elizabeth, and
Johanna (Union Historical Company 1881:663).
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In 1905 Mr. Maasdam partnered with Edward G. Wheeler, a veterinarian, to establish the Evergreen
Ridge Stock Farm, located on parcels in Center and Cedar townships in Jefferson County. The
Maasdam family moved to the farm in the winter of 1906. Jacob, in a horse-drawn sled, and his son,
William, on horseback, moved 47 Percheron horses and one Shetland pony from their first farm in
Marion County to the Evergreen Ridge Stock Farm (Welty n.d.:318). Initially, the stock operation
focused on imported English Suffolk, French, and Belgian horses. Mr. Wheeler traveled abroad to
choose the stock (Page 1980:124-126).
Wheeler and Maasdam prospered in their stock raising business until World War I. In 1918 the
partnership was dissolved and the existing stock sold; however, the Maasdams continued the stock
raising business. In 1919 a Maasdam, American-bred, gray Percheron named Amoretta was deemed
World Champion at the Chicago International Livestock Show (Welty n.d.:319). That same year
Maasdam expanded his stock raising business to include cattle, importing 60 head of shorthorns.
In 1931 E.G. Wheeler renewed his stock raising partnership with Mr. Maasdam, creating the Iowa
Horse Importing Company. The company lasted for several years, importing horses from abroad
three times, before dissolving for the second time, after the Depression.
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V. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY
The property that is now the Maasdam Farmstead was first settled by John C. Rickey and his son,
John J. Rickey. A wood-frame I-house, which was located approximately one-eighth mile west of
the main road and is no longer extant, was built by John C. Rickey around 1852 (Figure 9). It is
likely that a small timber frame barn was also built at that time. The Rickey farmstead comprised an
84-acre plot on which the house was built and a 40-acre plot in section 6 of the township to the east.

FIGURE 9: Photograph of Rickey House, ca. 1980
Source: State Historical Society of Iowa, Des Moines

The barn remained on the property until the early 1900s. By that time the farmstead had been
reduced to the 84-acre plot in the west half of the northwest quarter. It is likely that other buildings,
such as a hog house or a chicken house, were also built on the farmstead, but none of them are
extant. Mr. Turney probably built the Show Barn sometime around 1906. The Show Barn
incorporated recycled timbers from the first barn built on the property and was built earlier than the
Mare and Stallion barns.
Shortly after Mr. Maasdam purchased the property in 1910, he established the Evergreen Ridge
Stock Farm and the Stallion and Mare barns were built. The close proximity of the Louden
Machinery Company, which is located in Fairfield, has led to speculation that both the Stallion and
Mare barns were designed by that company. A former Louden employee, Harold Graber, inspected
the property in the late 1970s and identified the stall bars and design as Louden in origin. Although
no plans could be found that exactly match either structure, it is highly likely that the design
department at Louden was involved in the design of the structures. Both barns are well built concrete
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and balloon-frame structures with symmetrical facades and well-planned interior spaces and were
therefore likely designed by professionals.
Judging by Mr. Maasdam’s choice of name for the farm, it is likely that he planted the rows of
evergreens along the drive and around the east half of the property. Given the arrangement of the
evergreens as a windbreak, it appears that there was at one time a structure in the east half of the
property. According to Linda Wahl, a house that predated the Rickey house was located in that area
(L. Wahl, personal communication 2001). The presence of the sidewalk, windmill, and windbreak
point to the presence of a residential type of structure. Aerial photographs from 1941 show the open
area with a sidewalk that ran west from this area and eventually angled north to meet the main drive
of the farmstead.
The Maasdams inhabited the Rickey house and used a room in the ell as the farm’s office.
Sometime in the 1930s a shed-roof machine shed, a gable-front shed, and a windmill were built. The
current modern house was built circa 1955-1960, during the Gorman ownership of the property.
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VI. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
1.

THE HORSE BREEDING FARM IN JEFFERSON COUNTY

Horse breeding was not a large part of the agricultural economy in Jefferson County, although its
rolling uplands were an ideal setting for such an operation. As stated above, the number of horses
sold off farms in 1925 was only 299, slightly below that year’s statewide county average of 308,
while in neighboring Henry County 1,740 horses were sold off farms, the most for any county in the
state. The below-average numbers of horse breeders in Jefferson County may point to the average
farmer’s lack of capital or lack of need for mechanized agricultural implements that required large
draft animals. In the early twentieth century there were five farms in Jefferson County that bred
draft horses: Empire Ranch, a 400-acre operation ran by D.P. Stubbs & Son; Xavier Nady, located in
Frenchtown; Blough Brothers, located in Fairfield; W.K. Fuller, located in Fairfield; and P.R.
Laughlin, located in Batavia (Page 1980:125).
B.

THE LOUDEN MACHINERY COMPANY

The architectural department of the Louden Machinery Company was created around 1906 to
prepare designs for farm buildings laid out with Louden equipment. The barn planning provided by
Louden was a free service established to aid farmers in arranging their barns to increase the
production of their animals and save labor (Page 1996:55-58). Draftsmen within the department
drew up barn plans using standard construction techniques of the day and designs that sometimes
resembled those of their competitors. Louden provided a wide variety of designs for agricultural
structures, including dairy barns, horse stables, hog houses, and chicken houses.
3.

THE MAASDAM FARMSTEAD

The Maasdam farmstead is a significant illustration of the horse breeding business in early
twentieth-century Jefferson County. The farmstead’s setting, far back from the main road in rolling
pastureland, immediately sets it apart visually from the average Jefferson County farmstead. The
vitality of the farmstead’s breeding operation well into the twentieth century points to the continued
need for draft animals in an increasingly mechanized age. Maasdam’s use of poured concrete walls
in the stalls of the Mare Barn and Stallion Barn illustrates the increased willingness of area farmers
to use the modern building techniques marketed by Louden and espoused by followers of the
progressive agriculture movement.
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APPENDIX A
Black and White Photographs

DESCRIPTION OF BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
ROLL/FRAME
12,601/1
12,601/3
12,601/5
12,601/8
12,601/10
12,601/12
12,601/15
12,601/18
12,601/20
12,601/22
12,601/24
12,601/27
12,601/30
12,601/33
12,602/1
12,602/4
12,602/7
12,602/9
12,602/11
12,602/13
12,602/15

Stallion Barn, Looking Southeast
Stallion Barn, Looking Northwest
Stallion Barn, View East of Loft
Stallion Barn, View South of Feedbox
Stallion Barn, View East by Southeast of Lower Level
Stallion Barn, View North by Northeast of Westernmost Stall
Mare Barn, Looking Northeast
Mare Barn, Looking Northwest
Show Barn, Looking Northeast
Show Barn, Looking Northwest
Show Barn, Interior View of Main Floor, Looking North
Show Barn, Interior View of Main Floor, Looking North in Storage Room
Show Barn, Interior View of Main Floor, Looking North in Workshop
Show Barn, Interior View of Loft Looking Northwest
Mare Barn, Interior View of Loft Looking East by Southeast
Mare Barn, Interior View of Main Floor, Looking Northeast at Aisle and
Stalls
Overall View, Looking South at Farmyard
Overall View, Looking North at Farmyard
Overall View, Looking West at Farmyard
Overall View, Looking East at Windmill
Contextual View, Looking South at Farmstead

APPENDIX B
Photograph Catalog Field Sheet

APPENDIX C
Historic Architectural Database Form

